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What success really means - a report from the village

e-Newsletter end of year 2010

Subscribe Zahana
e-Newsletter
Zahana Homepage
Latest News
Master Gardener
Potato Seed Fund
Growing trees
GlobalGiving’s
recommendation
got Zahana  invited
as a Global Action
Atlas participant
hosted by the
prestigious
National
Geographic Society.
Please follow the
link (so you get
there with a click-
though from us) to
the Global Action
Atlas.

Zahana
now has a

Zahana & Ford Focus Test Drive

Aloha {FIRST_NAME|Friends}:

We hope you have happy and joyous Holiday
Season and  Happy 2011!

We are in the process of redesigning our own
website www.zahana.org, to make it (hopefully)
easier to navigate. Please visit and let us know what
you think of the ‘new’ look. The window should
expand depending on your screen size and if you
have very big computer screen it might look a bit
funny (as we found out checking it at a friend’s
computer), so we may tweak it a bit with time. 

Facebook: Zahana & Ford Focus and 10K
prize money?



Facebook
page
please "like" us if
you are on fb. 
Thanks to one of
our readers, who
found this gap, we
now have a Privacy
Policy for Zahana.
Please check our
website if you are
interested.

Thanks to GlobalGiving’s endorsement Zahana is
entitled to compete for the $10,000 prize money in
the Ford Focus Global Test Drive on Facebook.

Being more on the Facebook skeptic side, a few
days ago we reconsidered this option, since Ford
offers 50 spots to compete for and had only 53 video
entries at that time. With such odds it sure is worth a
try exploring another creative fundraising strategy.
So off we went to the video “studio” on our lanai
(front porch) and submitted our video 12/21. You do
not need to be on Facebook to watch our video 

Watch the video “Changing lives in Madagascar”
(No need to be on Facebook to watch). 

If you are on Facebook and would like to support us,
the steps are:

1) Please click on "love it"
2) Please encourage everybody in your network to
do the same.

(Yes, sorry, you will be advertising for Ford on FB, it
looks like they want your information to "love it")

If we get enough “love its” we are in and can get the
$10,000. We only have until Dec 31 to go beyond
the current 7 ‘love it’. 



And while you are on Facebook why not “like”
Zahana’s Facebook page as well? 

Last but not least with the end of the (tax) year near,
we hope you might consider Zahana in your giving
as well. You may do so on-line via GlobalGiving, or
you can as always send a good old check in the
postal mail to Zahana (see website for details).

For the last minute virtual gift you could always
download a Zahana Thank You Card and make a
donation in somebody else’s name. 

Happy Holidays and thanks for your support over
the past half a decade.

Ihanta, Jeannette and Markus
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